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Editorial
There is a huge difference in the way people see the
media and the way the media sees itself. Most media
members see themselves as fighting for the voice ofthe
people to be heard for the greater good; while many others
see the media as a treacherous beast looking for its next
victim.
Some ofthe negative perceptions people have of
journalists are: they'll just dig up the dirt; they only report
what they don't like; they're nosy. Many people think of
reporters as being around merely to expose bad things
about people. This isn't entirely true. Why do people have
such negative perceptions of the media?
Being a member ofthe media, particularly a journalist,
means that you write stories in terms of public interest.
What does my audience want to read about? Are their tax
dollars being misspent? Is one of the officials a "bad
apple?" What affects them? What will the public gain by
reading my article?
How many times would you have known about
something if it weren't for the media? If there were foul
play within a major corporation, and there were no media,
people would be affected without knowing why.
Some people have had bad experiences with the media,
or have read a story they disagree with. But isn't that what
reporters should be doing? Raising awareness and
exposing the truth to the people is our job.
If someone has a problem with the way a situation is
being presented, they should speak up. A reporter tries to
cover all angles, but sometimes the person overlooks
something. Without having this brought to their attention,
they may not be aware of it. Sometimes this angle isn't
adequately covered due to another party's reluctance to talk
to the press.
You have a voice, make it heard. Controversy, especially
in this post-election nation, is everywhere. Any major
issues that are being debated will be talked about and in the
news. Ifa public official does some bad business or a well-
recognized community member commits a crime, people
will find out. They'll also find out a limited amount of
information about small-time criminals.
The bottom line is that if you don't believe you've done
something wrong, then don't worry about bad press.
But for those of you that are wrong-doers: don't step
close to the flame if you're afraid of getting burned by the
heat.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
FLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Social programs will die under Bush
William Hurd
Photo Editor
So I guess it's not a bad thing
that George Bush was elected.
Look on the positive side. No one
will try to attack us because of
the wrath ofBush.
How can you explain George
Bush getting re-elected? This is
great, now Bush will be on an-
other little power trip thinking
that God appointed him the
President of the United States.
There are a lot of things that
he wants to accomplish. Com-
pleting the job of upgrading pub-
lic education, fighting the war on
terror, reducing taxes, upgrading
the economy and creating jobs,
and those moral issues that we
take seriously here in Washing-
ton, gay marriage and abortion.
The No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB) was a good plan on pa-
per. It still is a good plan. But
there is no funding for this pro-
gram.
He sacrificed the lives of more
than 1000 U.S. soldiers and bil-
lions ofdollars instead of focus-
ing on national issues and vari-
ous social programs.
He constantly put forth the im-
portance of testing, math and sci-
ence, but never insisted on the
importance of the arts in the edu-
cational programs.
Arts are vital to the complete
educational experience of a
child. In an address to an audi-
ence, Bush's Secretary of Educa-
tion clearly stated that the arts
are the responsibility of the in-
dividual school districts.
So you set these guidelines and
then do not provide the proper
funding. Great planning, reminds
me of the planning behind the
Iraq War. Remember that plan-
ning, yeah, we're still dishing
out billions of dollars that we
didn't plan on.
Here is a question you can
think about, "Do people still be-
lieve that there are Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD) in Iraq
or that there is still a 9/11 link to
Iraq?"
One thing that I do know is that
Bush and his administration
bumbled a chance to get Osama
bin Laden.
But of course so did former
President Bill Clinton back in
1996. So Bush shouldn't take
total blame for the 9/11 acts.
But Bush still had national
security releases about the
possibility of an attack. Ev-
erything that happened after-
wards is pretty much his do-
ing. He could have gone after
bin Laden right away.
But he gave Osama a one-
month head start. The mis-
sions in Afghanistan were go-
ing nowhere after a year of
fighting, so instead he com-
pletely diverted his Taliban
agenda and headed straight
for Saddam Hussein.
Hussein wasn't a threat to
the American people. We had
him contained and according
to recently released reports by
the CIA, no direct connection
has been made between Al-
Qaeda and Saddam Hussein.
Of course, propaganda en-
sued and even Democrats
voted for the war because they
believed that the President
was telling them the truth
when he told the country that
we were in a clear and present
danger.
It would look like the
Democrats were not patriotic
if they went against the Presi-
dent. But what's really patri-
otic about voting for some-
thing you don't have any in-
formation on?
Speaking of switching
agendas, another area where
Bush has emphasized is taxes.
I know that taxes are vital for
a government to function.
Government needs to tax the
citizens in order to provide
programs such as the defense/
military budgets, social ser-
vices, education, etc.
Who have the tax cuts ben-
efited? Minus his outrageous
spending and lack of taxation.
This is reminiscent of the
Reagan years; high govern-
ment spending and low taxes.
But then we managed to cre-
ate a greater deficit. Taxing
those who can afford getting
the tax cuts.
Then there is the economy.
Obviously there are too many
flaws within our economy.
Simply put, the unemployment
rate could be as high as 10 to 15
percent. Why? Because once you
are off unemployment benefits
you are no longer counted. So
then what happens? People fall
into the cracks of the system and
cannot get out.
There were two social issues
that clearly got Bush re-elected,
gay marriage and the everlasting
abortion Gobstopper. People in
the Midwest and South do not
believe in progressive thinking.
They like to think about the good
old days.
So Bush opposes abortion,
which kills, but supports war and
the death penalty, which also
kills people. Can someone
clarify please? I'm a little con-
fused.
But remember he thinks that
God appointed him President.
Yeah, appoint the village idiot to
run the most powerful country in
the world. How can you be a
'War' president when you
haven't even been in combat?
Maybe four years from now
the Democrats will get their act
together. Maybe the Midwest
and South will actually educate
themselves about the facts sur-
rounding the presidency, rather
than taking one issue and voting
on that.
Of course, teaching an old dog
new tricks is like asking the Se-
attle Mariners to have a winning
season; its just not going to hap-
pen.
Those in heavily populated
areas preferred Kerry. Why you
ask? Because they had the best
access to the information for
each candidate; via national
newspapers and national televi-
sion networks. I'm not saying
the media coverage was com-
pletely accurate, but they still
had the best coverage of the en-
tire campaign.
William Hurd is a junior social work
major. Sendfeedback and comments
to Will at hurdwl@seattleu.eduTIIKpSPECTATOR
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Put away your stupid phone!!!
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
To prove a point, my economics professor
asked for a raise ofhands ofwho doesn't own
a cell phone. I was somewhat surprised that
out of more than 30 students, I am one of
only three who doesn't carry around this
small, intrusive piece of technology.
I don't have a problem with cell phones,
per se, but I do have a problem with the way
people use and depend on them.
I am also against the diminishing face-to-
face contact that is caused by cell phone us-
ers who are too busy using theirphone to talk
to the person right next to them.
Cell phones are convenient - when used
properly. When they're not used properly,
they are disruptive invasions ofyour life, not
to mention the lives of people around you.
The overwhelming majority ofcell phone
users have caller ID and/or voicemaii, so it
wouldn'tbe a national emergency ifthey shut
off theirphone and couldn't be reached for a
period of time. If you are in the middle of
something, you don't have to answer, not
even to say, "I'mbusy. CanI call you back?"
Resist theurge. Call them back later or don't
call them back at all. I can almost guarantee
it wasn't that important anyway.
There are several instances when people
should shut off their phone or when it rings,
ignore it. These instances are obvious to me
but, apparently, not to a lot ofother people.
People should be aware ofthe properphone
etiquette when attending classes, movies, the-
atre productions, speeches, etc. Shut offyour
phone. Some slip up and forget,which is some-
what understandable, although not any less an-
noying. Sometimes even professors forget to
shut off theirphone during their own class.
However,putting yourphone on vibrateand
slyly text messaging your friends during class
is justrude. First ofall, everyone can hear your
phone when it goes off (even on vibrate), and
second ofall, you're not fooling anybody when
you stare down at your phone hidden on your
lap and punch buttons.
Even though people text message their
friends during class or forget to shut off their
phone at events, they are aware that they are
breaking a societal rule. They know it's rude.
Iam flabbergasted at the instances ofcellphone
use that people don't consider rude.
A friend and I left the grocery store with a
birthday cake for another friend. He carried
the cake out ofthe store and then, all-of-a-sud-
den, hepractically threwthe cake atme, which
I almost dropped.
I was perplexed until I sawhim reach forhis
phone. Apparently, he hadn't noticed hisphone
wentoffand was in a hurry to have a free hand
to answer it. It seemed like his efforts were for
nothing since he didn't answer it in time.
However, he hadcallerID and the walk back
from QFC consisted ofme carrying the cake
and him talking to his out-of-state friend.
This happens all the time. Two friends are
together, one gets a call, and the otherpatiently
waits until the cell phone conversation is over,
which isn't always short. Don't let a caller
have priority over the conversation you were
already having.
On the same note, don't takeyourphone with
you ifyou are going out with someone. Ifyou
must take it, turn it offor don'tanswer it when
you are visiting. What message are you send-
ing friends when you go out to dinnerwith them
and spend the majority of the time talking on
your phone? You might as well go to dinner
by yourself.
I was pleasantly surprised when I was visit-
ing with a classmate after class and his phone
rang. He pulled it out, shut it off, and contin-
ued talking like nothing happened. That is the
way it should be.
It was not that longago thatcell phones were
a privilege known only to a few, not to men-
tion they wereunreliableandcumbersome. But
the population managed.
Now that you have a phone, it doesn't mean
you always have to answer it. It fact, you
shouldn 't always answer it. Try going some-
place without it. Can you handle it? If not,
you need serious professional help.
Don't let your phone interrupt yourdaily in-
person communication with otherpeople. Cell
phones were created to improve communica-
tion, not hinder it.
Cauda Harbaugh is a sophomore journalism
major. Sendfeedback and comments to
Canda at harbaugh@seattleu.edu
"Oh well" doesn't cut it in this round
Emma Hunter
Guest Columnist - Letter to the Editor
Concede: 1. To acknowledge, often reluctantly, as
being true, just, or proper; admit.
Reluctant: 1. The state of being reluctant;
unwillingness.
State: 11. One ofthe more or less internally
autonomous territorial and political units
composing afederation under a sovereign government.
Sovereign: 3. Self-governing; independent.
Self: 4. One s own interests, welfare, or advantage.
And I end it with that—the definition of self as explained
by The American Heritage Dictionary. If there was a repre-
sentational picture next to the last definition, I can give you
one guess who's gleaming face would appear there.
From the CNN headline, "Kerry Calls to Concede," to the
idea of "self one sees the relation between acknowledging
some "thing" as truth and the advantage the opponent has
over the one acknowledgement.
The main complaint by the majority of students around my
campus is that the draft will be reinstated...and the fear caused
by this belief. Not to mention that this is coupled with be-
ginning to understand the reality of four more years of Bush.
Phrases such as "ifBush wins, I'm going to Canada!" wear
each other out around here, and I'm sure a lot of other col-
lege campuses as well.
First of all, the possibility of the draft is not a logical no-
tion. Second, if that is one's prime fear in regards to this
ongoing reign of power, get ready for a roller coaster ride of
surprises ahead.
The seemingly astute political ones seem to, at times, dis-
connect politics from reality and create a fictitious, fear-filled
fantasy in their own heads.
While some, after months of surveillance of the election
proceedings and hours of watching election broadcasting and
hopeful claps and words/shouts of encouragement for Kerry,
say simply (after realizing Bush won) "oh well."
One day this past week my friend told me on the phone
two words that expressed how she felt, "oh well." The words
passed through the phone line in a cheery sort of way that
made the muscles in my face twitch a little. "Oh well?" Oh,
well, what? All of the campaigning and propaganda and fight-
ing gets a fateful "oh well" when we lose? What does that
say about our perception of politics? Maybe the hype and
hysteria revolving around the election made some of us pre-
tend to be interested in it?
New research of this past election reflected that of the 18-
24 year olds that were elegible to vote, only 11 percent actu-
ally made it to the polls. Although that percentage is above
the national average for all age groups, we were talked up as
one of the major voting groups.
What did "Rock the Vote" and P. Diddy's "Vote or Die"
slogans really cause? Maybe some of us got so caught up with
the shiny appearance of such mottos that we forgot to inves-
tigate any further into what they actually stood for.
Maybe this whole election was a scam. Maybe it doesn't
really matter. Maybe our lives will be transformed. Maybe
they won't be affected at all. Maybe none of you even really
care what happens.
It seems as though the only alternatives some propose to
say "oh well" revolve around blame or rioting or complain-
ing. To me, these are all negative actions and ultimately have
the same end result as taking the initial passive approach of
"oh well."
Some want to be consoled after such a defeat; however,
isn't the act of consoling essentially recognizing that change
is not an option? It is submitting to 'the way of things' and
thus trying to make one's self feel better about the situation.
This too, is giving up. One must understand that this election
is not the end. It is the beginning.
Eleven states banned gay marriage. That is not the end. We
will work towards equality. There is always progress to make.
And when progress isn't made as one anticipated I don't think
it is at all effective for one to riot or complain or blame any-
one.
We must continue fighting towards a better situation, with
hopeful thinking. And so, I will say "oh well" in regards to
the still existing physical and literal aspect of the President,
but I will not say "oh well" in regards to what can ultimately
be changed for the better.
Emma Hunter is afrehman philosophy major. Sendfeedback and







I'm debating moving to Canada. As
much as I love the good oP United
States and what this country stands
for, I am sick and tired of Bush.
Four more years of watching him
frown on TV from too much
brainwork is too much for me to
handle.
Bush supporters are as validated as
Kerry supporters in their decision,
after all this is a democracy. As much
as I wanted to see Kerry win, I dis-
agree with the fact that the President
of the United States of America can
be ejected on a 49-51 percent vote.
How is that the general consensus of
the American people?
A forgotten state until Election
Day, Ohio is horribly poor and
oftentimes thought of as a throw-
away. Some of the poorest, most eco-
nomically affected people live there
and have been damaged by the Bush
Administration's lack ofconcern for
the welfare of those who are strug-
gling.
These are the people Kerry worked
so hard to campaign for. Instead of
focusing on spending billions of tax
dollars elsewhere, Kerry made a
promise to work for the middle man.
Sure, Bush would be great at a
party. He likes to make jokes. He has
a fun personality that makes you
smile at his little idiosyncrasies but
in no way is this man cut out to be
President. He has proven that over
the last four years with countless
mistakes and blatant lies but still we
elect him again.
Like many on this campus, I voted
via absentee ballot this year. Being
away from home I was unable to go
to the polls. As much as both sides
vowed to make every vote count
Kerry threw in the towel early and
conceded without all the votes being
counted.
All the millions of dollars spent to
get my vote and get me excited for
the election ended up being useless
because that's what my ballot was-
useless. .
Many issues important to me are
left in the hands of a selfish admin-
istration. Although Bush declared
that the draft would not be reinstated,
what if it happens? We are the ones
going.
Here at Seattle University all the
young men and women who regis-
tered as able to serve if needed may
be sent to an alien country to fight
for something half of the U.S. and
most of the world disagrees with.
I have the right to voice my opin-
ion, and I love this country enough
to care about what happens to it. We
as a society need to not only care
about the ideals we uphold but the
American people as well.
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"Conscientious objection is a sincere conviction, mo-
tivatedby conscience, that forbids someone from tak-
ing part in organizedkilling," as definedby the Peace
Fellowship at Seattle University.
A workshop for awareness about conscientious ob-
jection was presented last Thursday by the Peace Fel-
lowship at Seattle University, and met with a crowd
that could be counted on two hands.
The moderators of the workshop, president of the
Peace Fellowship, Emily Wells, a senior philosophy
and English major; and vice-president, Kerry
McLaughlin, a senior English major, addressed, ques-
tions like: what does it mean to be a conscientious
objector, why would someone want to be a conscien-
tious objector, and is it an act of civil disobedience to
claim conscientious objection?
The group learned thatbeing a conscientious objec-
tor simply means that someone opposes war in any
form, and that justbecause someone is a conscientious
objector does not mean that he or she is a pacifist, al-
though many are.
Erin Foran, a sophomore English and international
relations major, came to the workshop to learn more
about the logistics of documenting her history of ob-
jection to organized killing. Foranbelieves that war is
unethicaland that there are alternative methods ofre-
solving conflicts.
"I never want to be in a position where I have to kill
orbe killed, and I never want to be in a position where
I feel lam supporting such killing...l don't want to
feel that I haven't done my utmost to be an activist
and let others know why I feel it's wrong to partici-
pate in [the war in Iraq]," Foran said.
Many conscientious objectors not only believe that
war is unethical, but also believe that many wars are
irrational and unreasonable.
An SU student, who wished to remain anonymous,
talked about how languages are tied directly into the
thoughts and culture of the people who speak them.
"It seems to me that it's unreasonable for our lead-
ers to think they can make logical decisions about the
rest of the world when they don't even speak [the rest
of the world's] languages fluently," said the student.
"Therefore, our leaders cannot understand [the rest of
the world's]thoughts and culture well enough to make
logical decisions about them until our leaders speak
their languages fluently."
The students attending the workshop learned if a
draft were to be reinstated, they can have as little as 10
days to declare their objections, before being sent to
theirassigned duties.Therefore, Wells andMcLaughlin
stress that having a record of the history of one's ob-
jection to war is imperative. Keeping a prepared file
prevents someone from being arrested on charges of
avoiding the draft or civil disobedience.
"Conscientious objection is one way that I can try
to preserve my freedom of choice and freedom of
speech in our supposed democracy. Unfortunately, our
government makes it a lot harder to be a patriot op-
posed to war than one in favor ofit," Foran said.
Conscientious objection, though not an act of civil
disobedience, is often looked down upon, because
many pro-war supporters find it to be unpatriotic. How-
ever, conscientious objectors see it as their patriotic
duty to actively "wage peace." They believe that be-
ing an activist for peace is justas important a causeas
pro-war supporters and themilitary believe their cause
is for waging war.
"Part ofthe military's effectiveness," says Wells, "is
that it creates incredibly strong communities from
which members can draw unconditional support in their
difficult and often dangerous work. This is my great-
est hope for the Peace Fellowship: that we can be a
similar source of strength and encouragement for one
another as we strive to live out our risky and radical
commitment to peacemaking."
For more information about conscientious objection
and about the Peace Fellowship at SU, visit Campus
Ministry, orcontact Emily Wells (wellsm@seattleu.edu),
Kerry McLaughlin (mclaugk@seattleu.edu) or Social
Justice Minister,Dan Moriarty(moriarty@seattleu.edu).
Students get lesson in homelessness
Lauren Padgett Canda Harbaugh
Staff Writer News Editor
With cardboard signs in hand, students took to the streets
last Thursday in order to understand more about
homelessness in Seattle.
As part of the Poverty in America class taught by Dr.
Edward Reed, students were paired up and assigned to
make cardboard signs before hitting Broadway to beg for
money.
The class, which focuses on the poor and homeless in
America, typically consists of discussions, readings and
guest speakers that aim to help students become knowl-
edgeable about the disenfranchised ofAmerican society.
There was mixed feelings about the activity. Most stu-
dents were uncomfortable- not because they were "home-
less" for the 45-minute exercise - but because they felt
like, by begging for money that they didn't need, they
were making fun of homelessness.
"I felt really guilty," said Maya Shindo, a freshman biol-
ogy major. "Overall I just really didn't want to do it -1 just
felt kind of mean, like I was mocking [homelessness]."
Patrick Gahr, a freshman psychology major, agreed. "I
kind of felt uncomfortable. The whole time I was waiting
for someone to shout at me."
A few students, such as JenniferNewman, a freshman fo-
rensic science major, and her partnerKatherine Prezbindowski,
a sophomore humanities and visual arts major, had a different
. experience. They actually dressed the part, wearingolder-look-
ing clothes with holes. They weren't uncomfortable because
passers-byknew they weren't homeless; they were uncomfort-
ablebecause people actually thought and treated them like they
were.
"When we went out and panhandled people walked past
us and pretended they didn't see us even though we were in
theirperipheral vision," said Prezbindowski. "I don'tknow;
it was pretty intense being in that situation."
The man who sells cookies outside QFC and yells out
"God bless you!" even ifyou don't buy his wares was one
of the few people who spoke to Newman and Prezbindowski.
"He actually came up to us and offered us a rug because
he said we looked cold sitting on the cement. He felt sorry
for us and wanted to help us even though he had so little,"
said Newman.
"When we told him the truth he said, 'Well, that's a good
class because people need toknow about poverty because people
want to turn their heads away from it,'" said Prezbindowski.
"We also talked to him about young people and how there are a
lot of homeless kids on Broadway and he asked us why we
thought there are so manykids justwalking the streets."
Other people spoke to Newman and Prezbindowski, but
only to give excuses as to why they couldn't spare any
money.
"The most embarrassing part of panhandling was not
only the people who gave you the dumb excuses but also
the people who didn't even look at you and acted like
you were the scum of the earth," said Newman. "It's like
'Wow, this is a lot harder than you'd think it would be.'"
Reed wanted to make this an uncomfortable and diffi-
cult experience for his students. He taught that although
it was embarrassing, it was something that thousands of
people go through every day.
"It's another world," Dr. Reed explained. "I wanted [stu-
dents] to understand what other people experience on a daily
basis. I wanted students to experience homelessness. This
is a part of education - getting out and experiencing first-
hand what we read in class."
"A lot of people thought we were making fun of
[homelessness]," said Newman , "but it was a chance to ex-
perience humility. You see the way people look at you and
it's embarrassing. This experience let me walk in some one
else's shoes."
Photo by Joe Anchodo
Steve Lombardi, a freshman journalism
major, panhandles on Broadway as part
of a class exercise.
Film exposes environmental impact of vinyl
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
You might want to think twice before throwing a PVC bottle
marked with a "3" into the recycle bin. It just so happens that a
single bottle can contaminate an entire batch of recyclables.
Acrowd of35 students gathered at theTekakwitha Collegium
on Nov. 4 to discuss the environmental impact of the world's
second largest plastic: vinyl. The event began with a screening
of "Blue Vinyl," a thoughtful and comedic documentary by
award-winning filmmaker, Judith Helfand.
In the film, Helfand travels with apiece ofvinyl siding firmly
in hand, fromLake Charles, Louisiana to Venice, Italy insearch
ofanswers about the nature ofpolyvinyl chloride better known
as PVC.
Helfand's unique balance ofhumor and horror, facts and an-
ecdotes throughout the film, shocked several among the audi-
ence.
Her parents' decision to re-side their house with this seem-
ingly benign plastic has left Helfand wondering if this material
had any negative side effects thatcould have compromised their
health.
At 25, Helfand suffered aradical hysterectomy after contract-
ing a rare form ofcervical cancer due to her mother's ingestion
of the drug diethylstilbestrol or DES, a common version ofes-
trogen that was supposed to prevent miscarriage.
Many students were surprised to learn that although vinyl con-
tains toxic compounds, it is one the most widely used synthetic
materials due to its durability and versatility. It is used in piping,
windows, toys, food packaging and even binders.
Others were appalled to discover that when burned, vinyl can
release hazardous chemicals such as Dioxin, which cannot be
degraded by humanbodies or the environment. In fact, Dioxin
builds up in humanbodies and is commonly transmitted through
the food supply.
Also, the high chlorine content in vinyl is what makes recy-
cling complicatedand expensive because itcannot be mixed with
other plastics.
The movie, which was sponsored by the Academic Salons
and the environmentalfilm series, was followed by a panel dis-
cussion that included, Arlene Plevin, SU English Professor,
Brandie Smith, environmental health advocate, and Thea
Levkovitz ofthe Washington WildlifeFederation.
During the discussion, Brig George, communication majorand
founder ofthe Piedia Club, whichfocuses on simplistic living in
an effort to create a sustainable environment, admitted that the
movie was "a true eye-opener."
"The movie really woke me up to the effects ofpolyvinyl chlo-
ride and Dioxin. Before I couldn't tell you what Dioxincould do
to my life," George said.
"I felt really shocked and appalled about this issue. I had no
idea that vinyl was in so much stuff," said Chris Miller, a fresh-
man pre-major.
"I will try to be more aware before buying anything. We are
not going to change the world overnight, but we have buying
power, we have to hold ourselves up to those standards that say
that we are not going to accept anything that is harmful to our-
selves, and ifpeople continuewith that mentality, that will make
a difference," Miller added.
During the salon, Smith highlighted thatindividuals must make
environmentally-friendly choices in terms ofconsumption. She
explained that people have the power to transform the market
and create sufficient demand for safer alternatives. The greater
the demand, the more affordable products will be.
For her part, Professor Plevin stated that consumers and com-
panies have to be responsible for the toxic lifecycle ofmaterials
such as vinyl. She reminded students thatwhat is less expensive
often means that someone else will pay thebill.
"Vinyl is so cheap because the whole cost is not factored into
it. You don'tsee that little price tag attachedto it, but it is!"Plevin
said.
For many, the movie left them with a sense ofurgency and a
heightened consciousness on what to consume.
As Plevin put it: '"Blue Vinyl' is a primer ofhow one person
can do so much. It is a comic spirit that strives for work and
normalcy."
"It's a compelling personal story," Levkovitz added. "Itbuilds
a community ofaction. It states that no matterwhat you end up
doing in life, the deep personal feeling you bring to the issue is
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Volunteers reflect on experiences in Nicaragua
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
For some students summer vacation is time to relax andcatch
up on sleep. That was not the case for Seattle University fac-
ulty and students who wentto Chinandega, Nicaragua for two
weeks this past June as part of Habitat for Humanity.
Two of the students and a professor who accompanied them
on the trip presented the recent academic salon, Habitat for
Humanity Speakout!
Marc McLeod, assistant professor ofhistory, gave a brief
introduction to Habitat for Humanity, quoting the founder
MillardFulller, "We can all pick up a hammerand drive nails."
Habitat for Humanity was founded in 1976by Millardand
Linda Fuller and now has 2,100 international affiliates and
has built 150,000 houses. Donations finance the organization
and volunteers build the houses.
Although there were many affiliates for the Seattle Univer-
sity chapter to choose from, they went to go to Chinandega,
Nicaragua for many reasons.
"We chose to go to Nicaragua because the Habitat for Hu-
manity there is relatively young, under funded, and lack inter-
national volunteers," stated McLeod.
Nicaragua is also the second poorest county in the Ameri-
cas. Seventy-five percent of the Nicaraguans live below the
poverty line and 69 percent live in substandard housing and in
unsanitary conditions.
"The standard of living is very low and the degree ofsepa-
ration is so wide [in comparison to the United States]," re-
flected Yusef Hatira, a junior international studies and politi-
cal science major.
He continued to comment on some of the challenges that
faced the students on the trip.
"We were able to break down the barrier and adapt to the
language by the end of the trip and were even on a Spanish
radio station. Also, the first day that we were there we were
very enthusiastic, but after five minutes in the hot weather we
realized we might not be equipped to handle the weather."
Karin Gorseth, a senior social work major, also spoke posi-
tively about her experiences on the trip.
"We made connections withpeople on in a non-verbal way,
which was amazing. We were working directly with the fam-
ily and learning about anew culture. It was way different from
doing Habitat in the states. There are different sights and smells
"We were working directly with the
family and learning about a new cul-
ture... Those people had nothing, yet
they were willing to give you anything. "
Karin Gorseth, senior social
work major
that stay with you even after you leave. Those people had noth-
ing yet they were willing to give you anything."
After the presentation, which included a continuous power
point presentation ofpictures from the trip, there was an op-
portunity for the audience to ask questions. Many of the ques-
tions revolved around the salon theme this year of "Poverty
and Consumption."
"I wouldn't say ashamed, but rather I was more aware of
American consumption. Just being able to know that is not
how everyone lives. There becomes a certain self-awareness,"
said Gorseth, responding to a ques-
tion asking ifshe was ashamed to be
tiericanafter comingback fromp.seth also added, "It changesthing because going to theiom [in America] there is toi-per and a sewage system. I
don't take things for granted as much. I really think ifI really
need something that I am going to buy."
"It puts things into perspective when you are doing labor
fora couple ofhours with a shovel andpick that could be done
in couple minutes with a backhoe," contributed Hatira.
The presentation left an imprint on many of the students in
the audience. While Caitlin Thornburg, a freshmen pre-med
ultra-sound major, was at the event for her Human Rights and
Latin American Studies class, she did not leave uninformed.
"It was very interesting to see what they went through on
the trip. I was also amazed at how small the houses were," she
commented.
The four houses that the Habitat for Humanity group be-
gan to build each had only two small bedrooms, a common
room and an outhouse. The houses also had modern ameni-
ties including running water and electricity.
While the houses were not finished by the time the group
left Nicaragua, McLeod received an e-mail a week later in-
forming him that the houses had been completed.
One final note Hatira added, "There was a sense ofsolidar-
ity, something that you don't feel here [in the U.S.]. The hu-
man relationships created [in Nicaragua] changed the way you
look at the way things are done and how they are created."
Habitat for Humanity is going to, hopefully, travel abroad
again in the summer of 2006. They are not able to go every
year because they need the time to fundraise for the trip. Last
year they were able to raise 20,000 dollars throughbake sales,
parking cars at University of Washington games, and dona-
tions from other organizations.
Fashion show funds clubs
Katie Musselman
Guest Writer
The Campion Ballroom was filled with upbeat
music as members from various SU clubs gath-
ered to strut their stuffto support and promote a
new campus club, Operation Sac Lunch.
Inside the ballroom doors was a small gather-
ing ofspectators seated aroundthe runway, mostly
supporters and members from the various clubs.
Featured fashions proudly modeled by SU club
representatives included dresses donatedby high
school and college students. Halfof the proceeds
ofeach dress sold, priced up to the modest figure
of 15 dollars, went to a new campus club, Opera-
tion Sac Lunch, dedicated to serving meals to the
local underprivileged. The secondhalfofproceeds
went to the SU club of the purchaser's choice.
ASSU staffmembers Terence Sanchez,At Large
Representative; and Duong "Young" Truong, Vice
President ofFinance, announced the models that
represented various SU clubs such as the Market-
ing Club, Environmental Club, Ultimate Frisbee
Club, Mexico Trek Fund, Outdoor Adventure and
Leadership Club,Triangle Club, Manners Club and
KSUB campus radio. These and many more were
brought together by ASSU to promote and attract
more members, as well as raise funds for the orga-
nizations.
"We participated to raise money for going to
Georgia to protest the Western Hemisphere Insti-
tute for Security Corporation," said sophomore
TobieNeely, a history and international studies ma-
jor, and co-leader of the SU Coalition for Global
Concern. She and twenty other students that are
going on the trip have been fund raising around
campus for several weeks through bake sales, cof-
fee sales and even a GingerLime night. As in the
ASSU fashion show, such fund raising attempts
are examples ofways SU clubs and organizations
are reaching out to students and the community of
Seattle University to promote their causes in fur-
thering their mission to bring together and serve
the community.
"This kind ofeventembodies the mission ofSe-
attle University. Not only are we coming together
to help others in the community, but we're having
fun doing it," saidsophomore political science and
philosophy major Aimee Khuu, the organizer of
the event.
The event was the third fashion show thatASSU
Commuter Representative, Khuu, has planned for
Operation Sac Lunch, where she serves as a board
member.The Seattle based non-profit organization
provides meals and basic necessities to the local
homeless population. However, after going bank-
rupt, Khuu started the SU club Operation Sac
Lunch, in order to raise money through fund rais-
ing events, such as the fashion show, to get the or-
ganization back up and running. The club serves
sac lunches and snacks at the elementary school,
First Place, and for the homeless, as well as Tent
City.
Although the turn out at the Fashion Showwas
lower than expected, "The beauty of this event is
that it is youth who donated their dresses to sup-
port theunderprivileged inour society," saidKhuu.
"In the case of this year's fashion show, it is clubs
stepping forward to not only support OperationSac
Lunch, but also to bring on campus organizations
and students together, which is whatASSU is for."
Photo by Kyle Smith
Joe Sei'a escorts Stephanie
Kerns to the stage during the
ASSU Fashion Show.
Security Reports
Wed. 11/03 Alcohol trouble ,
At 4:39 a.m., a Resident Assistant i
contacted CPS concerning a disruptive 1
person on his/her floor. CPS responded to "
the floor to assist. The Resident Assistant [
reported that someone had knocked on his/
her door and began yelling. CPS was able
to find the person in question and
determined that he/she was a resident of
Campion Tower. The resident was found
to have been drinking. CPS staff and
Residential Living staff evaluated the
resident and determined that the person
didn't need medical attention. The
incident has been forwarded to the
Student Conduct system.
Wed. 11/03 Property damage
At 9:30 a.m., a person not associated
with the university community
contacted CPS. The person reported (
that someone had damaged his/her car.
CPS staffresponded and contacted the ]
victim. The victim stated that while ssomeone was distributing flyers on
parked cars in the parking lot they had
broken his/her windshield wiper. The
victim stated that he/she found a flyer
from a local business on her car, took
the flyer off, and when he/she started
their car the windshield wiper flew off. x
The victim is considering reporting the Jincident to Seattle Police. r
Wed. 11/03 Random drunk a
man in Campion t
At 9:14 p.m., CPS staffreceived a call i
of a male who was walking around the r
lobby and seemed intoxicated. CPS (
I! contacted the male in question. Themale had no association withSeattle University and wasintoxicated. The male wascontacted by Seattle Police andSeattle Fire Department and issueda Criminal Trespass warning andtold not to return to the university.
Fri 11/5 Theft at Connolly
At 10:00 a.m., a student reported
jj having his wallet stolen. The victim
reported that he had momentarily
set his wallet down and used a vending
machine. The victim states that he was
distracted for only a few minutes when
he looked over to see his wallet gone.
The incident was reported to the Seattle
Police Department.
Sat. 10/30 More 'heavy
intoxication'
At 1:00 a.m., a CPS staff member
reported finding a student who was
exhibiting signs of heavy
intoxicatation. SFD Aid unit responded
to the student's location where she was
evaluated and transported by
ambulance to a local area hospital. A
Residence Life and Housing
supervisor went to the hospital to be
of assistance and the student was
released the following day. The
incident was forwarded to the Student
Conduct system.
Fri. 10/29 Four out of six
ecurity reports about alcohol
At 10:05 p.m.. CPS was contacted by
a Resident Assistant who reported an
alcohol violation. CPS responded to
the floor to assist. The Resident
Assistant reported that while he/she
was investigating loud noises in a
resident's room, he/she observed
bottles of alcohol on the underage
esident's counter. The alcohol
violation was documented and the
lcohol was disposed of down the
drain. A number of non-SU affiliated
individuals who were found in the
room were escorted off campus by
CPS staff.
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In a cold, secluded room in the basement of the
Fine Arts Building, void of any accoutrement besides
desks and a piano, Suzannah Rogan asks Erin Foran,
'Do you think you're a perfect couple?"
Erin replies, "I feel at this moment, we're not."
No, Foran isn't sharing details from her personal
life. Because at this moment, Foran isn't Foran; she's
Halie, a character in Sam Shepard's play 'Buried
Child.'
Rogan, the director of a single act from the larger
Shepard play, is a senior drama major, who, in her own
words, has had a hand in almost every theatrical
production since coming to Seattle University. Last
year, among other dramatic enterprises, she directed a
single scene from 'Angels in America.'
The severed act is the longest of any other works
selected for this year's one act showcase, totaling 11
pages of dialogue.
When asked what the themes are, Rogan sighs,
suggesting the answer is complicated. "Family secrets,
denial," she says. The things most people have first
hand experience with.
Rogan, Foran, and other cast members Yian
Quach and Andrew Farjo seem to be having fun sitting
around talking about their characters and the play itself,
"From a director's stand point, you
have to understand everything from
the actor's perspective/'
SUZANNAH ROGAN, A DRAMA MAJOR
even though some cast and crew were dismayed about
the results of the election. In fact, when the rehearsal
begins, putting together a one-act play is no simple
task.
Directors are required to obtain their own room
for rehearsals, which seemed to translate into meeting
at a coffee shop or trying to sneak into one of the rooms
in the basement of the Fine Arts building that was
unoccupied by choir members or classes.
On this day, Rogan's cast seemed to "luck-out" in
finding a room, although the room itself was much
smaller than the stage they would be performing the
play on. When the actors were blocking - the placement
and movement of actors in a dramatic presentation -
Rogan would need to mention that the actual stage
would provide more room for a long striding action
which in the rehearsal, was reduced to a step forward.
Chrissy Chin, a junior drama major, is also
directing her own one-act this year, 'Naomi in the
Living Room' by Christopher Durang. Chin directed a
Manteca, met with Chin in the lobby of the
Fine Arts building, only to relocate to the
Chatterbox, a cafe across the street from
Xavier Hall.
On this particular day, the group was
discussing the characters, and although Chin
leads her cast members to conclusions on
some things, she also encourages them to do
their own interpretation when it comes to
their characters.
At one point, Chin asks the two ac-
tresses, "Where is Naomi's husband? Kind of
makes you wonder ifhe's locked in the cellar
somewhere."
At which point Tomhave speaks up,
"Kind of makes you think she killed him."
"If you decide she killed her husband,
bring that to rehearsal," Chin replies.
THE CAST
Two of Rogan's actors, Foran and Farjo,
have prior experience in productions, includ-
ing last year's 'Midsummer Night's Dream'
and 'Üboo.' For Quach, however, a junior
majoring in mathematics, it's his first time
acting in a production at Seattle University.
Students of all majors are encouraged to
try out for one-acts, although the auditions
themselves can be, in the words of Foran,
intimidating.
"You have to interpret a monologue in
front of 10 directors, this whole slough of
people," she says.
More often, auditions are intimate, with only a
few people present judging the actor. This year, Chin
estimates that approximately 60 students tried out.
Witnessing the rehearsal process itself, it's surprising
just how much input the actors have in the process.
When the cast of 'Buried Child' was doing their
blocking, on numerous occasions, Rogan would give
them direction, still encouraging them to explore their
characters and give feedback. On more than one
occasion, Rogan retracted her original blocking sugges-
tion in favor of the actor's.
Perhaps this is because, as Rogan states, the
rehearsal is a discovery process, even if she has the
ultimate say in what goes in and what doesn't.
"Even from a director's standpoint, you have to
understand everything from the actor's perspective,"
Rogan says.
THE DIRECTORS
One of the challenges both Rogan and Chin seem
to agree upon is the time constraint issue. They have
just under a quarter to meet with their actors, and the
final productions go up during finals week. Which is
perhaps why, on the audition sheet, would-be actors are
asked to list any scheduling conflicts.
"Schedules have to match. Some-
times people couldn't be cast because of
scheduling conflicts," Rogan states. "But
it's time and talent. If there's someone you
really want, you're going to work around
the schedule."
During a typical week, the cast
rehearses three times anywhere for 30
minutes or up to three hours.
There's also the issue of directing
the one-act itself, a dramatic format whose
brevity can be either extremely entertain-
ing and stimulating, or extremely confus-
ing based on the shortness of characteriza-
tion.
One of the challenges in making a
one-act "doable" is, as Rogan states, that
"You have to ground it so the audience
knows everything before. I'm telling a
story within scenes, so the audience isn't
going to get the full picture."
But apparently, Rogan also likes
taxing herself more.
"I'm a senior, you're supposed to
challenge yourself," she says.
Chin, on the other hand, chose a
work that she calls "absurdist," for the simple fact that
the one-act she did last year was centered on the issue
of abortion. She simply wanted to do something
different.
But the time constraint is still the biggest factor-
ing challenge of the one-act.
"You don't have a lot of time to develop your
characters through dialogue, so your body has to
compensate a lot. You have one chance to do your best,
and less time to convince the audience to care about the
characters," Chin says.
THE PRESENTATION
Putting on the one-act is all part of taking Profes-
sor Rosa Joshi's DRMA-420, a class that focuses on
directing. For students enrolled in it, it's the culmina-
tion of the course.
Last year, Chin remembers putting on her one-act
for a full audience every night but one, in which only
about fifteen people turned out.
This year, even though they're scheduled to be
performed shortly before finals, Chin and Rogan expect
plenty of turn-out.
The performances are scheduled for Dec. 7 and 8.
There will be 10 shows in total, five per night. All
shows are free.
Photo by Kyle Smith
Suzannah Rogan (left), a drama major; Andrew
Farjo, an international studies major (right front); Yi
An Quach (back left), a math major; and Erin Foran
(back right), an English major, rehearse a scene in
the Fine Arts Building.
Photo by Kyle Smith
From left to right, junior Yi An Quach and sopho-




Are you looking for
a successful career
in business?
Apply to be the
Spectator's Business
Manager.
Send a cover letter and
resume to
leonardt@seattleu.edu
That side of paradise: working on campus
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
There you are lying in your bed,
snuggling down in the covers, knowing
that in any minute the alarm is going to
shrill in your ear. You do not have class
until noon, but you have the 8 a.m.
opening shift at work.
After hitting the snooze button more
times than necessary, you jump out of bed
realizing that you have 10 minutes to get to
work. After quickly throwing on the first
sweatshirt and jeans that you can find and
brushing your teeth, you rush out ofyour
room. You run to work and get there with a
few minutes to spare.
If this is part of your daily routine,
you are one of the approximately 209
students currently working on campus.
There are a variety of positions that
students fill on campus. Some of the most
common jobs are working the front desks
in theresidence halls and the Student
Center, Public Safety, the various Bon
Appetit locations and telemarketing.
One of such students is sophomore
"It is very nice because I
don't have to worry about
a car or the bus. I am only
dependent on myselfand
on how fast I can get
across campus,"
Megan Minthorn, a psychol-
ogy MAJOR, SAID OF WORKING
ON CAMPUS
and psychology major Megan Minthorn.
She is one of the many students who
manages the front desks in the residence
halls. She works at Xavier and enjoys it.
"I absolutely love it. I like working
with people and being able to make
someone's day by helping them out and
answering any questions that they might
have," she said.
Some of Minthorn's responsibilities
include aiding her fellow students by
giving entry to those locked out of their
rooms, helping those who want to rent
equipment, and the most important,
screening people who enter the building.
"Since there are no elevators to
prevent people from going to the floors, I
have to make sure that they stay down-
stairs and their friends meet them in the
lobby," Minthorn said.
Along with helping others, another
perk of the job is the convenience of
location. Minthorn usually only has to go
from her dorm building to the other dorm
building, which only takes a few minutes.
"It is very nice because I don't have
to worry about a car or the bus. I am only
dependent on myself and how fast I can
get across campus," she said.
But with any job there are some
downsides. As for Minthorn, she has
minimal complaints.
"I only work about 10 hours a week
and my paycheck only comes once a
month. So it is hard to try and make the
money stretch for thatperiod of time. I
think it wouldbe better to either work
maybe 15 hours a week or get paid twice a
month," Minthorn explained.
Minthorn, along with a majority of
the students who work on campus, has
work-study. Generally, it is up to the
employers to decide how many students
are work-study and non-work-study.
"Every department has a cost center
manager and that person oversees the
budget for that office. The manager will
have the amount of what is allotted to hire
student employees. And from that amount
they will say ifthe employer can hire only
work-study, only non-work-study or both,"
Eryn Pearson, the Student Employment
coordinator, explained.
While hiring of students is dependent
on the budget of each office there are
benefits for those employers who do hire
work-study students.
"The employers also get a perk for
participating in the program. For the
university it means that our student
employment budget for the whole campus,
gets money reimbursed back with the
Federal funds," Pearson said.
The students also get a perk for
doing work-study. When it's time for
students to file their income taxes for the
year, the money that they made through
work-study does not count toward their
total income.
While working on campus is conve-
nient for many of the students, it does not
necessarily make it any less like an off-
campus job. The students are expected to do
their jobs properly, have good attendance and
be a good employee. Also, the money that
the students earn goes directly to them and
can be used for any of their needs be it
tuition, books, or personal items.
Also, ifa student is eligible for work-
study they still must apply with the different
employers on campus.
"Ideally, I want to set it up as true to
life as possible for students so that they are
getting the experience and the exposure to
what it is going to be like after graduation
when they are going out trying find a job or a
career," Pearson said.
"But initially when I do send out
informationabout work-study, along with
theirauthorization form, I'll include informa-
tion about where to find a job,what to dress
like for an interview, and what to expect in
an interview," she said.
But there are also a plethora of
resources at SU Online and various depart-
ments on campus for any student who needs
to find a job.
"I also have open office hours for
students to come down or call me who
need further assistance. Maybe they have
never done an interview before, or done a
resume, so I can direct themto resources
on campus. I do see a lot ofstudents on a
pretty regular basis just in providing some
extra assistance for finding a job," Pearson
added.
The jobs on campus like those in the
real world have their ups and downs and
are able to provide students with the
experience of holding a job.
Photo by Joe Anchondo
Megan Minthorn, a psychology major who works at the Xavier




Student of the Week is a five-tveek feature series highlighting unique as-
pects of students at Seattle University. Subjects are chosen at random and
undergo an impromptu interview.
Staff Writer
This week's lucky student is
sophomore Gina Corsiglia from San
Mateo, CA.
What are your favorite movies?
" 'Amelie,' 'It's a Wonderful Life,'
'A Muppet's Christmas Carol,' and
'Garden State'."
What is the best cartoon ofall
time?
"'Ducktales' Awoo-hwoo!"
What three CDs would you want
with you if you were stranded on a
desert island?
" 'Execution ofAll Things' by Rilo Kiley, 'Photo
Album' by Death Cab for Cutie and the 'Garden State'
Soundtrack."
Ifyou could eat one food for the rest of your
life what would it be?
"Dessert because it tastes good and it makes me
happy."
J **••***» L/C IIIU llat TTUUIU
be your power?
"I wouldbe Super Hiccup Stopper
and my superpower would be stopping
hiccups."
If you could switch places with
someone who would it by and why?
"I would switch with GeorgeW.
Bush so that I could run the country and
keep it from going down the crapper."
If you could learn any foreign
language what would it be?
"Sign language."
Chocolate or Vanilla?
"Vanilla all the way...actually strawberry."
If you could rid the world of any music what
would it be and why?
"Country, because it is country music."
What is your take on Reality TV?
"I hate it except for 'The Real World' because it
is the original."
Photo by William Hurd
Gina Corsiglia is an
art history major
with a minor in non-
profit.
off the mark by Mark Parisi
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Send us yourfavorite recipes!
WAre you a great chef?Share your family recipes,seasonal classics or your own cre-ations. The recipes must be easy to
prepare and ingredients must conform
to a college budget.
Make sure to include the ingredients and
detailed preparation guidelines.
Recipes can be sent to siu-mira@seattleu.edu
SPORTS
A complete stride has Kelly
Fullerton ahead of the pack
Rebecca Perry
Guest Writer
In a sport which rarely receives the recog-
nition it so deserves, running combines indi-
vidualistic goals with teamwork. At a colle-
giate level sports are time consuming and
require constant dedication and responsibil-
ity to a team as a whole. It can be quite the
challenge to find the proper route in main-
taining good grades and investing time to
excel in sports.
Kelly Fullerton, now a graduate student
pursuing her masters in teaching, is the per-
sonification ofsuperior performance in both
scholastic pursuits and running. After receiv-
ing her undergraduate degree in English and
German she is working towards being an el-
ementary school teacher. Kelly didn't partici-
pate in cross country nor track throughout
high school and in fact initially played soft-
ball at Seattle University.
Once stepping into the competitive running
arena, the talent could not be ignored. Her
accomplishments are numerous and her par-
alleled modesty is humbling. She holds the
school record in the 1500, 3000, and 5000
meters. She is anAll-American athlete, con-
centrating mostly on the Steeplechase. The
Steeplechase is a two-mile race around the
track that includes various hurdle-like barri-
ers, one ofwhich is a barrier with a water pit
beneath it. In this unique event, she earned
fourth at Nationals. Nationals, in of itself, is
a great accomplishment and to place is quite
notable. Within this event she has earned and
holds stadium records at Central Washing-
ton University, Western Washington Univer-
sity and the University of Puget Sound.
Kelly is a two-time GNAC champion in
the Steeplechase and the conference record
holder. In cross country she has been
awarded all-conference honors. The dedica-
tion and motivation to excel coupled with
outstanding talent deserves recognition.
"Her performance during the last fouryears
has helped build therunning program," Paula
Montgomery, Seattle University's cross coun-
try and track coach, said.
Truly with such a leader at the front of the
it is a force to be
reckoned with. She
is a role model to
others especially in
her ability to bal-
ance school with
running to accom-
plish her best in
both areas.
"This year she





Holding a 4.0 in
graduate work ex-
emplifies her abil-
ity to put the proper
emphasis on educa-
tion, which re-
quires a large in-
vestment ofmoney.





pace by which to
follow. It is definitely no small task to do so
well in both school and running.
"It can be a challenge, finding the proper
balance. It is definitely positive... knowing
you have to keep up with school to run well
and vice versa," Fullerton explained.
She further explained how running is a
much needed stressrelief andafter doingwell
in school it directly relates to a better perfor-
mance in running. It was indeed a lucky ac-
cident that she took up running at all. When
asked what initiated her interest in the sport
she answered that she had always loved the
sport. However, there had also always been
other sports she engaged in. At SU a friend
coaxed her into going out for cross country
and she fell instantly in love.
- Kelly is a great example of being able to
balance out school and responsibility to the
team. SophomoreAnnie Maclennan was im-
mediately impressed by her modesty regard-
less ofher obvious talent.
"She always brings a positive energy to
the team and both encourages and moti-
vates me to try my hardest. I agree that
she is a positive role model and seeing how
well she can balance classes with compe-
tition. I have come to realize that it is pos-
sible for me to do so also," Maclennan
stated.
Fullerton's presence on the team moti-
vates each and every one of the girls to
push themselves to excellence. She has
excelled at the individual level but has
contributed greatly the improvement of the
team. The Seattle University running team
had and will continue to benefit from the
presence of this outstanding role model.
Photo courtesy of Paula Montgomery
Kelly Fullerton owns the GNAC record and is a
two-time champion in the 3000 m Steeplechase.





What seems likes normal counting to ev-
eryone is essential for learning how to dance.
Each count, or beat, determines how the
speed of the movement and type of moves
while dancing to a song. This is one of the
many things the Dance Alliance at Seattle
University teaches dancers and friends dur-
ing their workshops.
The Dance Alliance is a club founded this
year by Beverly Santiago, a junior nursing
major. The club branched offas an idea from
a local hip hop dance group called RAW edit,
Dance Company, which performs at many
local events consisting of SU students, SU
alum and friends from the neighborhood.
"While we practiced on campus we saw
that students enjoyed watching us," com-
mentedSantiago, who friends call Bev. "They
asked where they coulddance with us, ifthere
were classes or if there was any other way
that they could be involved too."
Taking such intrigue from her peers, Bev,
a member ofRAW edit, Dance Company, led
the project and began a new group under the
OMSAAlliance. As part of the OMSA Alli-
ance, the Dance Alliance promotes all sorts
of styles of dance from several cultural
K various styles include hip-hop,Filipino cultural dances, hula,Polynesian dancing, and so
many more.
"It's part of our mission
statement. We promote the
dance culture to the SU




RAW edit, Dance Com-
pany lead the Dance Alli-
ance and choreograph vari-
ous classes. Future plans
for the Dance Alliance in-
clude attending other dance
classes of surrounding
dance studios as well as at-
tending fun events like the
Battle of Seattle 111. For
more information on the
Battle of Seattle 111 check
out the website
www.boogiezone.com.
Just how fun is the Dance
Alliance and taking dance classes?
SU students from all levels, including
RAW edit, Dance Company dancers and
other friends of the community recently took
a class taught by RAW edit, Dance Company
member and co-choreographer, Marc
Pacampara. Pacampara is a juniorat Highline
Community College.
Dancers learned four 8-counts to a hip-hop
song in an hour-long class taught by
Pacampara. At the end of that experience,
everyone left the room sweating and smil-
ing, exhausted from that night's workout.
"It's awesome and I think everyone should
participate. The hip-hop scene in Seattle is a
growing community. It's a good outlet for
students, especially under a lot of stress, to
relax and have a good time," Don Rivera,
juniorat Comish College of theArts and Stu-
dio, explained.
"It's a good way to get people out there.
It's a good opportunity to get people to try
new things," Donnabelle Mortel, a junior
humanities and forensic psychology major,
said.
The Dance Alliance is an affordable way
to try something new, relax or continue some
aspect of dance. Fliers are being posted
around campus and the alliance only requires
a pair of comfortable dancing shoes, a great
attitude and willingness to learn.
"It's a good time. It's a good experience
for people of different levels of dance. It's a
good opportunity because dance classes cost
around $10 at other studios, where as they
can take it here for free," Bev commented.
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Men's Basketball wins preseason openers
Nate Zell
Guest Writer
Coming offa disappointing season, Seattle
University Men'sBasketball has gottenback
to the basics: playing consistent, sound de-
fense, rebounding and running a solid of-
fense. These early season priorities have led
to two exhibition victories that head coach
Joe Callero hopes will turn into a quick start
in non-conference play, beginning with the
season opener against Rockhurst College on
Nov. 19.
With five seniors graduating and two other
players opting not to return from last year's
team, head coach Joe Callero faced the task
of bringing in both a large and solidrecruit-
ing class. Seven new players joined the
Redhawks squad for this season. After two
exhibition wins, including an impressive 92-
58 win over the Australian Institute ofSport,
it seems as though Callero has brought in the
pieces necessary to make a run this season.
"I was pleasantly surprised with the exhi-
bition games," Callero said. "Our goals were
to concentrate on solid man-to-man defense
and working our motion offense."
One key piece to the Redhawks run will
be Bernard Seals, a transfer from Consumnes
River College in Sacramento, Calif. In the
two exhibition games Seals scored 27 and 34
points, respectively, including his lights-out
12-for-15 shooting performance against the
Australian Institute of Sport last Friday.
"Bernard is a very good shooter and an
excellent overall scorer," Callero praised.
"He's proving his defensive abilities daily.
He will be one of the most exciting players
on the roster. He'll shoot the three and dunk
on you."
The addition of Seals gives the Redhawks
a proven all-around scorer in the backcourt
and the combination with junior Jeff
McDaniel should provide a solid one-two
punch for the Redhawks offense.
McDaniel is coming offan injury-plagued
season in which he averaged 11.8points and
6.4 rebounds per game.Despite missing con-
siderable time with a brokenbone in his hand,
McDaniel still earned All-Conference Hon-
orable Mention in the Great Northwest Ath-
letic Conference. If he remains healthy this
season he will be a legitimate candidate for
First-Team honors. Matched with Seals, the
Redhawks have two legitimate All-Confer-
ence candidates.
The Redhawks are by no means a two man
team.Last year's starting backcourt ofsenior
Andy Bloom, senior Bim Makinde and
sophomore Ryan Webb returns. In the post,
junior Scott Rainey has a year experience
under his belt, which gives the Redhawks a
number of other experienced offensive op-
tions.
Bloom, one of the team's two captains,
dropped 15 points in the AIS game on just 6-
for-8 shooting. A patient scorer, he is coming
off a season in which he averaged 10 points
per game and was the Redhawks second lead-
ing scorer. Bloom has the ability to step up and
make big shots. The biggest of which was a
falling-down-buzzer-beating three-pointer to
beat Seattle Pacific University.
"Andy is a hard-nosed, consistent defender.
He gives a consistent effort and is very team
oriented. He is also very experienced, and has
worked at developing his offense so that he
cancreate his own shot andpenetrate," Callero
said.
Although he missed both exhibition games
while nursing an ankle injury suffered in a
scrimmage, Bim Makinde is expected to con-
tribute in the season openerand will becounted
on for his offensive production again this sea-
son. Last year, his first year with the team,
Makinde averaged 8 points and 3.7 rebounds
per game. He displayed an ability to get to the
rim against any defenderand finished the sea-
son strong. His health, along with that of the
entire Redhawks team will be a key to any
postseason hopes.
The second Redhawk captain is the starting
point guard, Ryan Webb. After redshirting a
year due to a broken ankle, Webb blossomed
in his first season with the team. After some
early struggles, Webb finished averaging 7.6
pointper game and a team best 111 assists. His
1.58 assist-to-turnover ratio also led the team.
Now healthy andpoised, Callero is lookingfor
his young point guard to build on a great pre-
season.
Depth will be a major issue for the
Redhawks, especially early in the season while
the new players gain game experience. Out-
side ofthe five key returning players and Seals,
the team is unproven.
In the backcourt, Callero will havefreshman
Shaun Burl backing up Webbat thepoint guard
position. Burl, from Berkeley, Calif, looked
solid in action against the AIS team, but will
need time.Two juniorcollege transfers, Keith
Nelson andAndy Anderson will also see time
at the guardposition. Rounding out the guard
position for the Redhawks is the transfer Sean
Namanny, from Los Medranos College.
Namanny, a 6-foot-4 wing guard has a nice
shooting touch and shouldbe a top contributor
for the Redhawks off the bench.
But the area where the Redhawks lack the
most depth and experience is the front court.
Two freshmen, 6-foot-9 Travis Welt and 6-foot-
-8 Ryan Coldren will see significant time in the
post backing up McDaniel and Rainey. Senior
Kyle Vessey will also see time in the post.
Welt, known as "the big bear" by his team-
mates, has improved immensely according to
Callero.
"He has had some great practices so far. He
runs the floor well and has improved his low
post scoring and rebounding. He needs game
time experience now to take the next step,"
Callero said.
With two weeks between their two exhibi-
tion wins and their season opener against
Rockhurst College, the Redhawks will have
time to work out some of the kinks. But the
one key thing the Redhawks bench lacks is
experience, something only games canprovide.
The success of this team will be dependent on
the rate of development of the new players.
With the leadership of the three seniors, the
returning starters and the scoring threats of
McDaniel and Seals, the Redhawks have the
talent to win games early while bringing along
their younger players.
How well will the Redhawks do at overcom-
ing the adversity of the season?
It is a test only time will be able to answer.
But if the dominating win over AIS, a team
with an overwhelming size advantage over the
Redhawks, is any indication, these Redhawks
will be an entertaining bunch to watch and will
make themselves heard in the GNAC this sea-
son.
Photo byWilliam Hurd
Junior Scott Rainey comes up with one of his four re-
bounds. The Redhawks won 92-58 with 34-of-61 shooting.
Photo by William Hurd
Junior Bernard Seals scored 34
points against the Austrailian






Basketball, soccer or track probably come
to mind when you think about university
sports. But there are college athletes across
the nation competing in a completely differ-
ent type ofsport. Their sport is Ranger Chal-
lenge and only the fastest, strongest, and
smartest athletes in the Reserve OfficerTrain-
ing Corps, or ROTC, are able to meet the
challenge.
Ranger Challenge truly meets the rigorous
standards ofany varsity athletic program. Not
unlike the Eco-Challenge, which is a multi-
event, multi-day competition held in various
places of the world, the Ranger Challenge
requires the smooth precision of working
with a team through six mentally and physi-
cally challenging events. These events in-
clude the Army Physical Fitness Test, 10K
Ruck Run, One Rope Bridge, Orienteering,
Weapons Disassembly andAssembly and the
75-meter Assault Course.
SeattleUniversity ROTC fielded two teams
for the 2004 season. Comprisedofnine mem-
bers each, these teams trained tirelessly from
August through October. They logged in two
training sessions each weekday and several
hours every Saturday. With such extensive
training, the countdown to the Taskforce
Competition was on. This year's competition
placed SU's two teams head-to-head with
teams from the University of Washington,
Central Washington University and Eastern
Washington University. The competition was
hosted by Eastern "Washington University
from Oct. 22 to Oct. 24.
Broken into two categories, Best and Coed,
SU's teams cleaned house and brought home
a second place finish. Furthermore, theBest
team was the only coed team in its field and
they defeated the all-ma, e University of
Washington team.
The competition started early Saturday
with the Army Physical Fitness Test, or APFT,
an individual test that assesses strength and
speed through two minutes of push-ups, two
minutes of sit-ups and a timed two-mile run.
Junior Aaron Thurman blazed the trail with
the fastest overall two-mile run time of 11:37
and freshman Stephanie Wolfram led the way
with the fastest women's time of 13:05.
Sophomore Heather Daugherty turned in an
extraordinary overall score on her APFT. She
also completed 69 push-ups, 102 sit-ups and
ran the 2-mile in 14:09. Both SU teams won
the APFT event in their categories.
After theAPFT, the teams broke out to the
differentevent sites where thereal challenges
lay ahead of them. The Coed team excelled
and took first place in their category in the
One Rope Bridge event. They crossed the 40-
foot obstacle in just 3:37. The Best team took
first place in the 75-meter Assault Course
event. The teams moved through the various
events on Saturday and woke early Sunday
Oct. 24 to compete in theRuck Run, the most
grueling event of the competition. This 10-
kilometer run is completed as a team event
and each team member must carry a 25-
pound pack for the entirety of the run.
Seattle University's "other" varsity ath-
letes, the Ranger Challenge athletes, were
back to the books by Monday morning. Their
talent and will to endure the challenge is only
surpassed by their satisfaction from know-
ing what they can accomplish when they put
their minds and bodies to the test.
Krystal is a part-timefaculty member with
the Army ROTCprogram at SUand is cur-
rently in Alaska.
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Bungie Studios' team of designers
touched down at the Halo 2 FanFest
held at the Experience Music Projects
Sci-Fi museum Monday afternoon to
promote the much-anticipated release of
the Halo sequel.
Bungie Studios, a Redmond based
company, was founded in 1991. Over
the past 10years, Bungie has produced
games such as MarathonTrilogy and the
first two Myth games. In 2001, Bungie
released Halo: Combat Evolved, an epic
adventure game that has achieved phe-
nomenal success on the Microsoft Xbox
video game system.
The event kicked-off at 1 p.m., but ac-
ording to Bungie and EMP employees,
ans ofHalo began lining up at 9 a.m. Ac-
cording to the Bungie.net website, the Seattle
FanFest was the "largest in Bungie history,"
drawing a crowd of more than 1000 fans in
three hours.
The event was the only fan-based event held
in the U.S. Seattle gamers were treated to an
all-Halo experience with 50 gaming stations
set up for multi-play use and an unreal dis-
play of real-time action on EMPs enormous
Jumbotron; a screen that spans the entire east
wall of the museum. As a bonus for arriving
early, Bungie gave t-shirts to the first 250
gamers that passed through the doors. In the
end, Bungie gave out almost 500 free gifts to
patrons of the FanFest.
Jaime Griesemer, lead designer of Halo 2,
was excited with how many fans actually
showed up.
"This type ofvenue is for the fans," he said.
"Its nice to see the fans enjoying the game
and not having the press running around or
other distractions that could take away from
this experience."
Halo 2, the sequel of Halo: Combat
Evolved, boasts revolutionary technology,
interactive playing ability via XboxLive, ex-
plosive surround sound capability, improved
artificial intelligence (AI), and spectacular,
jaw-dropping graphics.
"The AI in Halo 2 compared to Halo is un-
believable," Aaron Lee, Bungie.net Software
Test Engineer said. "It's different every time
you play the game; some of the developers
even put their own personalities into the
game."
Xbox and Halo, considered by many as a
pop culture phenomenon, has capitalized on
the growing trendof video game consumers.
Since its release in 2001, Halo: Combat
Evolved has brought hours of fun for many
gamers across the globe with more than five
million copies sold worldwide. In 24 hours,
Halo 2 quickly approached that number.
nounced Tuesday night that re-
tailers in the U.S. and Canada sold more
than 2.4 million copies of Halo 2,
pushing the total sales to $125
million. With the game sched
uled to release in 14coun-
tries in Europe and Asia
today, analysts believe
that the total sales for
Halo 2 could surpass
five million copies by
the end of the weekend.
The first day sales broke
numerous records in both
the gaming and entertainment
industries, including beating out the
2003 Warner Brothers box office
smash, Matrix Reloaded.
Here at Seattle University
some students raced down to lo-
cal retailers Monday night to ge
their copy. The more passional
fans pre-ordered their Halo
weeks, even months in ad
vance, with more than 1.5
millioncopies pre-sold in th.
The basic controls of the
game are the same as Halo:
Combat Evolved. How-
ever, the multiplayermaps
are bigger, there are new
weapons available foi
both the United Nations
SpaceCommand
(UNSC) and the Covenant (the aliens), the
single player game play offers interesting
twists, and the incorporation ofXboxLive will
allowgamers in 27 countries across the globe
to play each other in a multiplayer environ-
Photo by William Hurd
The 3 year wait is over: Halo 2
arrived on shelves at the Westlake
EB Games Monday night. ,
Photo by Joe Anchondo
Helpless to the mesmerizing glow of the Halo screen,
SU students wait their turn to compete.
The sound of SU: Guys not socializing, games to blame
Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor
Let's face it, video games are a waste of
time. Some are more than others.
Halo 2 is coming, and with that the threat
of a game taking over the lives of the al-
ready endangered population of boys on
campus, is looming large at Seattle Uni-
versity. I already find myself frequently
in the elevator in the company of 10 other
women and no othermen than myself, with
Halo I fear that I may spend whole days
without seeing a member of the male gen-
der.
It's a long standing debate, ever since
the firstperson to play pong had three hours
disappear from their life, people have ar-
gued about whether video games are a
worthwhile way to spend your life or not.
Not all games, like people, are created equal.
Some are, dare I say... better than others.
And some, in my opinion, are worth your
time to play. Halo is not. Pong, unless you
want to clear your mind of all thinking, is
not. In Halo you run around, gather weap-
ons and kill people (or aliens, for the sake of
having little children think that it's okay to
kill aliens but not okay to kill people.) People
spend hours doing this; days, weeks even.
You can walk down the hallway ofdormfloor
(a dorm whereboys live, apparently the popu-
lation is so low that there aren't enough boys
for all floors to have some) and hear the gun-
fire. That's the sound ofSU guys not social-
izing. That's what they do, and that's basi-
cally (give or take some plot reasons as to
why you are killing aliens) all you do.
Some people argue that video games can
develop your hand-eye coordination. If you
mean your thumb-eye coordination then
that'sprobably true, but is that really going
to help you in life? Some games actually
help you develop some basic life skills, for
instance in Sim City or any other kind of
economy game, you have to balance your
budget.
Ofcourse, these games aren't fun because
they don't involve the most important part
of the video game experience - killing
aliens with laser guns.
And the problem with wasting your time
playing video games is that it makes you an
uninteresting person. Example: A Seattle Uni-
versity boy is on a coffee date with a Seattle
University girl. His options for conversation
"I just finished reading the Che biogra-
phy and watched Motorcycle
Diaries, what do you think of
the Cuban revolution?" or "I
play Halo a lot. I like to kill
aliens. Do you like the bazooka
or the laser gun better?" Who
would you rather have a con-
versation with?
I'm a little biased here. My
roommate says that I am a "re-
covered gamer." Perhaps I
have an addictive personality
and hold a grudge against
games for the lost hours spent.
However, for the sake ofyour
own betterment as a productive
member of the human species,
put down the controller and
pick up a book or paintbrush
or guitar so that the next step you are con-
fronted with the task ofmaking conversation
you will have something interesting to say.
Photo by Kyle Smith
Intent gamers focus on quite
possibly the most important
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Photo by William Hurd
Over 30 games were hooked up to
a giant battle of Halo 2 at the EMP
premire party last Mon.
Photo by William Hurd
(From left) Rodger Cardenas, a freshman busi-
ness major and Andres Garcia, a sophomore
pre-major, purchased Halo 2 during the midnight
release at EB games.
"Where U is Guy" wins
Kevin Curley
with "PsychoKillaz" team in 2nd place
Opinion Editor
With Xbox controllers in hand and eyes
fixed on the two screens on the wall, 20 stu-
dents, took their chances at a $ 100team prize
Monday night during a
SEAC- sponsored Halo
Tournament.
The event, held at
Lemieux Library, drew a
crowd of about 50 students
and corresponded with the
release ofHalo 2, which oc-
While therules of thetour-
nament kept changing
throughout the night, one
thing remained the same; ev-
eryone was eager to win and
get a chance to play Halo 2.
tator and Edelman, a local
public relations company,
SU gamers challenged each
other during a Halo 2
multiplayer tournament, a part of the night
that was not planned by SEAC.
One student was overjoyed to get a chance
to play Halo 2, especially since his team didn't
show up for the tournament.
"I decided to come justto watch my friends
play," David Byrd, a juniorpolitical science
major said. "But I'm glad I did, because I got
to get a quick look at Halo 2 before I go and
buy it next week."
Byrd, like many Halo fans, has enjoyed
playing the Bungie Studios' creation for many
years.
"This [Halo and Halo 2] is a game that will
never get old," he went on to say.
Gamers enjoyed the new release for about
an hour. Some ofthe students that participated
were also purchasing Halo 2 later on that night
at stores downtown.
"We're planning to go down to Westlake,
buy the game, and stay up all night playing,"
Chris Medrzycki, a sophomore English ma-
jor said.
The two powerhouses of the tournament
were the "PsychoKillaz" and the "The Where
You Is Guy" teams. Each player at the tour-
nament used their Halo names, which often
corresponded with theirpersonality.
John 'Osiris' Safarli, a sophomore philoso-
phy major, Shannon 'Arnold'Brown, a sopho-
more political science major, Mark 'Ghandi'
Garcia-Pratz, a sophomore pre-major, and
Medryzcki, aka 'pOpe jp2' made up the sec-
ond place team, the "PsychoKillaz."
However, in a controversial ending, the
"PsychoKillaz" came up short and finished
in second place.
The team made up of juniorsknown for an
obsession with theirXbox, walkedaway from
the tournament as the champions. Duong
'Youngster' Truong, a communication ma-
jor, Tim 'HFWG' Tullis, a business adminis-
tration major, Bryson 'Polebenda' Higa, an
electrical engineering major, and Frank 'el
mariachi' Huelan, an electrical engineering
major, all took homethe winning prize of$25
for each player.
By 10 p.m., the Lemieux Library was
empty. The "PsychoKillaz" rushed back to
their rooms on the tenth floor of Campion
Tower to do a little homework before head-
ing down to Westlake to become one of the
first owners ofHalo 2 on the west coast.
Photo by Joe Anchondo
Champions of the Halo Tour-
nament-The Where U is Guy
team from left: Duong
"Young" Truong, a Jr. commu-
nication major, Tim Tullis, a Jr.
humanities/business major,
Bryson Hign and Frank Huelar,
both Jr. engineering majors.





Was it worth the wait? Let just say that
Halo 2, the long-awaited sequel, has a lot to
live up to. Halo was widely praised as the
greatest, most influential first-person shooter
ever created. Halo was so superior due to the
various multiplayer modes that sustain
loads of lasting appeal.
In Multiplayer mode you could
play up to 16 players; this was a
little cramped in Halo but in Halo
2 this shouldn't be a prob-
lem. What you loved
from Halo, you could
creators from Bungie
Studios did not want
to mess with what
works. The controls are the same
and still flawless.
Halo 2 sports many of theold
accessories, yet there are nu-
merous additions. Some ad-
ditions that stand out are in-
teractive environments,
such as rocks getting
blown away by a rocket
launcher and noticeable
damages on the vehicle.
Every human weapon
and vehicle has an alien
New dual-wielding
options allow you to
pick up two weaponsand
use them simultaneously to
I inject your venom into unlucky foes.
This leaves room for creativity because you
could create deadly weapon combinations.
For example, those who like to snipe could
pick up an alien sniper and a human sniper—
truly a deadly combination. Forget reload-
ing. Just switch to a fully-loaded sniper in
half the time.
Do you like carjacking people in Grand
TheftAuto 3? Nowyou could start carjacking
or boarding your enemy's vehicle. Talking
about vehicles now you could defy gravity
with theBanshee.
Ever wonder what it feels like being an
alien riding in a Wraith, the Covenant (alien)
species equivalent of our tank? Now you
could stop wondering and start shooting
down Banshees with the Wraith while steer-
ing it as a Covenant Elite.
Now that you are aware of the good addi-
tions, lets talk about the not-so-good addi-
tions. There is this annoying voice that an-
nounces constantly who loses the lead and
multiplayer game the lead changes all the
time, this voice harasses your focus. We have
another question to ask.. .what happened to
the pistol? Sure it shoots fast, but without
the scope it is useless because there's no
freaking zoom. We know that they try to
replace the pistol with the Battle Rifle, but
it's justnot the same.
The graphics are amazing because the de-
signers rewrote the software engine and
added countless additional dialogue lines,
so playing single-player mode or cam-
paign is like watching a movie. In the
campaign mode, the storyline fol-
lows Master Chiefback to Earth,
where the Covenant are plan-
ning to invade us.
"Fueled by faith, fury,
nd vengeance they have
wept aside our defenses
and gained a foothold on
the most precious prize ofall—
Earth." Halo 2 back cover or
Bungie Studios.
fntrying to save the world■ with a buddy in co-opgn, but Halo 2 has aiger ending. Cliffhangers are successful in Thefthe Rings: The Fellow-f the Ring and The Two
Towers, but fans could simply
Dick up the book and learn
ibout the LOTR ending. Un-
like the LOTR trilogy, Halo
2 fans must wait another two
to threeyears for the story to
wrap up.
Also, all new for the
newly released sequel is
inline capabilities. You
could challenge players all
over theworld with X-BoxLive.
You could create a "Clan" and play ranked
games against other clans. When you beat
them talk all the trash you want because you
could mask your voice.
Now you could change more than the
color of Master Chief, because you could
customizeyour outfit with emblem, second-
ary color, and designs.
Despite minor setbacks, Halo 2 prevails
with its amazing graphics, gigantic stages,
and countless accessories. Was it worth the
wait? Definitely. Is it the best first-person
shooter ofall time? No doubt. That is until
the third one comes out. But ladies beware
because there is a new babe in town that will
mesmerize your man's attention.
Her name is.. .Master Chief.
We gave Halo 2 two thumbs way up-a 9.9
out of 10rating because nothing is perfect.
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AW questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!
j Come watch your Women A Men's SOCCER \
: TEAMS compete in the NCAA tournament and j
j be a part of the PRE-GAME PARTY fun with \
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: vs. CAL STATE DONINGUEZ-Hill vs. the winner of Friday's :
i DOniNGUEZVS.BAKERSFIELD :
• PRE-GANE PARTY: game •
• FREE PIZZA - 2nd floor \
: Student Center PRE-GANE PARTY: :
: t-l:3O p.m. FREE PIZZA - Connolly Center:
• Astrogym •
• Shuttle Rides provided. I 1:3O a.m.-1 t:4S p.m. \
: Tickets - 53.00 :
: @ SPy matches Tickets - 81.00 @SU matches \
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ministry is seeking ■ *5% orrsTOßeiumt i THIS Friday! MovemUr n
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COntdCt ■ flOYßmnen #5, #6, #7 I $U - Groups of sor more
Jim BrOmmerS BergqUiSt I **3%flapplto*O*elom*A , Contact: International Student Center
_. . . ..-. . markptiee. Ho additional _. . .(a) beraauistiOseattleu.edu I e-ueovni/ opPi9. i 1206-296-6260 or isc@seatfleu.edu
COFFEE TALK With Br. SUe jMkelS Students for Peace & Justice in
TtlUrSaay, NOV. 18 at 12P.m. Palestine Present. . .
in WyCkOtl AUditoriUm Palestinian/Israeli Conflict 101
_
•
~ . An informal discussion to educate peoplelearn more about professor jackel'sresearch m about the history & current situation in
Nicaragua with the University of Central America Paies tine
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FT or PT positions available:
"' saw J,0""?0,1 look Uke a §ood
c i D «i • i i worker. Call me. Love, Freddales, Beauty, Advisors, Leader-
ship. Contact Independent Sales
r> i i. o Hey Ladies. Two rad and un-Representative JacquelinePassey J
at 206-783-0439 or nerdy searchin g for dates for
A ~ d fall ball. Contact Aimee @ 206-AvonCS , Jacquelinerassey.com to
... . 334-7772schedule an interview.
Desirable Pakistani scientist in
Seeking household helper to quest for a «iab » partner or
cook, do laundry, run errands, s;mp|y a date t0 FaJ| Ba |j Ca |j
and help ferry three 14year-old Michae | Leigh @ 206-779-8824
boys to and from activities. 15-20 «Love i;ke you've never been
hours per week. Afternoons. hurt; dance Hke no one's watch _
Near Madison Park. Non- ing; sing Jike no one is \ isttnin%.
smoking. Clean driving record. work Hke you don 't need the
References. 206-322-2108 money!"
IBFJIY BOOKS
A bookstore and so much more!
SU Students save 15% everyday on
regularly priced books with your
Student Advantage Card!
1305 Madison Street
(between Summit & Boylston)
206 682 4334




With tnP —Stop by our booth at the WuNngton SnwSports Expo* win i me )
ororderonlinetodayatwww.stevenspass.com. O&ftlMk «_f* CW
*NevembeM2-14f 2004
Qwest HeM Event Center I Seattle, Washington 4m
ffldayNov. 12, noon-10 p.m.
Simday Nov. 14, 10am.-6 p.m. M
JH Ski op ride Stevens PassirSfAweteenMwiiitaJn
/abOUt the \ BytanyHro lop Just
// Whistler Blackcomb fIPC m
% II add-on option* for just JWHISTLER BUCKC'o MB J JVsl79/ V*ll*
; _'_
_
HBBL—JILj 111 r\ / A\ _ H
Paid Position Still Available
The spectator is looking for a qualified and dedicated student to serve as a business manager .
Please drop off zour resume and cover letter at our office next to the Cave in Campion Hall. If zou








"Donkey Kong, it's the only
video game I play Other











"Doom, I lost four months







because it's so epic."
Nelson Trautman, Junior,
International Business
"Super Baseball Stars for the NES, hands down."
Cameron Collins,
Law Student
Vanessa Zsadanxi,
Junior, Sociology
The Spectator
Nov. 11,2004
